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Essentials of Comparative Politics Nov 18 2022 The freshest, most contemporary introduction to
comparative politics. Essentials of Comparative Politics introduces students to the concepts that political
scientists use to study and compare political systems and the particulars of specific political systems. The
Fourth Edition has been revised and updated to include the most current and relevant examples and
scholarship. The text is available with a corresponding casebook of 13 country studies and a corresponding
reader; the three components can be used individually or in any combination.
Introduction to Comparative Politics Jun 13 2022 This stimulating and accessible introduction to
comparative politics offers a fresh perspective on the fundamentals of political science. Its central theme is
the enduring political significance of the modern state despite severe challenges to its sovereignty. There
are three main sections to the book. The first traces the origins and meaning of the state and proceeds to
explore its relationship to the practice of politics. The second examines how states are governed and
compares patterns of governance found in the two major regime types in the world today, democracy and
authoritarianism. The last section discusses several contemporary challenges - globalization, ethnic
nationalism, terrorism and organized crime - to state sovereignty. Designed to appeal to students and
professors alike, this lively text engages readers as it traces states' struggles against the mutually
reinforcing pressures of global economic and political interdependence, fragmented identities and
secessionism, transnational criminal networks, and terrorism.
Introducing Comparative Politics Mar 23 2023 For Introducing Comparative Politics: The Essentials, the
driving force is the pluralist, objective stance on introducing students to core concepts in Comparative
Politics. Authors Stephen Orvis and Carol Ann Drogus introduce key comparative questions while providing
equal strengths and weaknesses of commonly debated theories, structures, and beliefs that push students
beyond memorization of country profiles and ever-changing statistics and generate in-class debate over key
concepts used in the science of comparative politics. While detailed case studies can go in-depth on specific
countries and political systems, Introducing Comparative Politics: The Essentials, distills its country
material into paragraph-long examples woven seamlessly into the narrative of the text, increasing diverse
global awareness, current-event literacy, and critical-thinking skills.
Comparative Politics Of The Third World, 2Nd Ed. Sep 04 2021
Doing Comparative Politics May 25 2023 This systematic, user friendly, and refreshingly unusual
introduction to comparative politics is designed to teach students how to think comparatively and

theoretically about the world they live in.The second edition retains the core features of the first,
coherently integrating comparative method, theory, and issues, but provides updated material and
additional cases throughout. The text now also includes study questions for each chapter.
Essential Readings in Comparative Politics, Second Edition Jun 25 2023
Introducing Comparative Politics May 13 2022 Organized thematically around important questions in
comparative politics, Introducing Comparative Politics, Fourth Edition by Stephen Orvis and Carol Ann
Drogus integrates a set of extended case studies of 11 core countries into the narrative. Serving as
touchstones, the cases are set in chapters where they make the most sense topically—not separated from
theory or in a separate volume—and vividly illustrate issues in cross-national context. The book’s
organization allows instructors flexibility and gives students a more accurate sense of comparative study. In
this edition, a brand new chapter on Contentious Politics covers ethnic fragmentation, social movements,
civil war, revolutions, and political violence. New case studies on this topic include the Occupy and Tea
Party movements in the US; Zapatista rebellion in Mexico; Boko Haram in Nigeria; and; and revolutions in
China and Iran. The chapter on States and Identity has been substantially revised to better introduce
students to the concept of identity and how countries handle identity-based demands. Case studies include
nationalism in Germany; ethnicity in Nigeria; religion in India; race in the US; gender in Iran; and sexual
orientation in Brazil. Content on states and markets, political economy, globalization, and development has
all been consolidated into a new Part III of the book, focusing in a sustained way on economic issues.
Introducing Comparative Politics, 2nd Edition and Elections in West Europa Simulation Package Sep 16
2022
Foundations of European Politics Aug 04 2021 Foundations of European Politics: A Comparative
Approach offers an accessible introduction to European politics using a coherent comparative and
analytical framework. It presents students with the basic theoretical and empirical toolkit of social scientific
researchers, and explains how ananalytic approach can be used to understand both domestic and EU-level
policy-making in Europe.The book draws on cutting edge research from all areas of European politics - from
national and EU institutions, to political behaviour and policy-making - and uses case studies and examples
throughout to help students compare different electoral systems, parties and governments across
Europe.The book is structured thematically in five parts, beginning with theoretical foundations; moving on
to examine citizens and voters, elections and parties, governments and policy; and finally covering the rule
of law, democracy and backsliding.Digital formats and resourcesFoundations of European Politics: A
Comparative Approach is available for students and institutions to purchase in a variety of formats, and is
supported by online resources.DT The e-book offers a mobile experience and convenient access along with
functionality tools, navigation features and links that offer extra learning support:
www.oxfordtextbooks.co.uk/ebooks http://www.oxfordtextbooks.co.uk/ebooksDT Online resources for
students include: multiple choice questions, web links, essay questions, and data descriptions and data
exercises.DT Online resources for lecturers include: adaptable PowerPoint slides, test bank questions,
figures and tables from the book.
Comparative Politics Apr 04 2024 "Comparative Politics" provides a comprehensive introduction to
political systems around the world. It covers methods and theories; the nation-state; institutions; actors and
processes; policies; and recent changes.
Foundations of Comparative Politics Jul 27 2023 The new edition of this leading overview of comparative
politics once again blends theory and evidence across democratic systems to provide unparalleled
coverage. The student-friendly structure and clear, concise writing ensure that complex issues are clearly
explained and students engage with the key theories. The third edition is updated throughout, with a new
chapter, 'Public Spending and Public Policies', increased coverage of defective democracies, and revised
coverage of e-democracy and the power of the media. The pedagogy is simplified with a focus on 'Briefings'
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and 'Controversies' that feature examples from across the globe, alongside clear key terms, 'What We Have
Learned' and 'Lessons of Comparison' sections, and a wealth of online materials to complete a rich teaching
and learning package.
The Concepts of Comparative Politics Jan 09 2022 This text contains an analysis of the key concepts,
hypotheses, and models of comparative politics. The work of key theorists is examined. Concepts include
revolution, dictatorship, political development, legitimacy, and others. The author formulates ways in which
the key concept can be made clearer, the hypothesis can be modified to give it more explanatory power, or
the model refined so that it approximates empirical reality more closely. Political ideology is presented as a
particular descriptive understanding of the world, together with a prescription for desirable political
outcomes. In politics the danger comes from too much ideological thinking, or from too little. The Concepts
of Comparative Politics is analytical, yet also empirical. It focuses on the premise that one must have a
unifying vision, an integrated view of the world, which otherwise becomes a chaos of unintelligible events.
Yet possession of that world view should not be carried to the point of limiting one's ability to perceive
factual situations correctly. This work is invaluable as a text for Introduction to Comparative Politics and as
a supplement for any course in comparative politics.
Doing Research in Political Science Jun 01 2021 This is an immensely helpful book for students starting
their own research... an excellent introduction to the comparative method giving an authoritative overview
over the research process - Klaus Armingeon, University of Bern Doing Research in Political Science is the
book for mastering the comparative method in all the social sciences - Jan-Erik Lane, University of Geneva
This book has established itself as a concise and well-readable text on comparative methods and statistics
in political science I...strongly recommend it. - Dirk Berg-Schlosser, Philipps-University Marburg This
thoroughly revised edition of the popular textbook offers an accessible but comprehensive introduction to
comparative research methods and statistics for students of political science. Clearly organized around
three parts, the text introduces the main theories and methodologies used in the discipline. Part 1 frames
the comparative approach within the methodological framework of the political and social sciences. Part 2
introduces basic descriptive and inferential statistical methods as well as more advanced multivariate
methods used in quantitative political analysis. Part 3 applies the methods and techniques of Parts 1 & 2 to
research questions drawn from contemporary themes and issues in political science. Incorporating practice
exercises, ideas for further reading and summary questions throughout, Doing Research in Political Science
provides an invaluable step-by-step guide for students and researchers in political science, comparative
politics and empirical political analysis.
Comparative Government Introduction Mar 11 2022 First published in 1995. Routledge is an imprint of
Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Culture and Politics Nov 06 2021 This title was first published in 2002: Examining problems that have
caused much debate within political science, this book seeks to identify a proper place for the analysis of
culture and values within political science. It goes on to explore the impact of globalization upon society.
Introduction to Comparative Politics Nov 30 2023 Written by a distinguished group of comparativists,
this innovative and accessible introductory text surveys 12 key countries organized according to their level
of political development: established democracies, transitional democracies, and non-democracies. The
country studies illuminate four comparative themes in a global context: the world of states, examining the
interaction of states within the international order; governing the economy, covering the role of the state in
economic management; the democratic idea, discussing the pressure for more democracy and the
challenges of democratization; and the politics of collective identities, studying the political impact of
diverse attachments and sources of group identity.
Introduction to Comparative Politics, Brief Edition Dec 08 2021 Updated to reflect today's political climate,
the Second Edition of INTRODUCTION TO COMPARATIVE POLITICS, BRIEF offers a country-by-country
approach that allows students to fully examine similarities and differences among countries and within and
between political systems. Each chapter offers an analysis of political challenges and changing agendas
within countries and provides detailed descriptions and analyses of the politics of individual countries. The
Second Edition offers a condensed narrative and student-friendly pedagogy such as marginal key terms and
marginal focus questions that will help students make meaningful connections and comparisons about the

countries presented. INTRODUCTION TO COMPARATIVE POLITICS, BRIEF consists of 8 country case
studies, selected for their significance in terms of the comparative themes and because they provide an
interesting sample of types of political regimes, levels of economic development, and geographic regions.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Introduction to Comparative Politics Oct 30 2023 This brief, lively, and well-written text sparks
students' interest by focusing on current trends, issues, and controversies in the field. Through this focus,
Wiarda gives students an overview of the field, traces its history and development, and surveys newer
approaches in a sequential and systematic fashion.
The Politics of the European Union Jan 26 2021 The European Union is a key player in determining
policies and politics in Europe, and yet understanding how it works remains a challenge. The Politics of the
European Union introduces students to its functioning by showing the similarities and differences between
the EU and national political systems. Fully revised and updated in its third edition, this introductory
textbook uses the tools of comparative politics to explore the history, theories, institutions, key actors,
politics and policy-making of the EU. This comparative approach enables students to apply their knowledge
of domestic politics and broader debates in political science to better understand the EU. Numerous real-
world examples guide students through the textbook, and chapter briefings, fact files and controversy
boxes highlight the important and controversial issues in EU politics. A companion website features free
'Navigating the EU' exercises to guide students in their analysis of EU policy-making.
Introducing Comparative Politics Aug 16 2022 Introducing Comparative Politics: The Essentials is
organized thematically around the essential questions in comparative politics—Who rules? What explains
political behavior? Where and why? Adapted from the authors’ Introducing Comparative Politics, Fifth
Edition, The Essentials version offers the same framework for understanding comparative politics in a
briefer format. Stephen Orvis and Carol Ann Drogus introduce key comparative questions while providing
equal strengths and weaknesses of commonly debated theories, structures, and beliefs that push students
and generates in-class debate over key concepts used in the science of comparative politics. While detailed
case studies can go in-depth on specific countries and political systems, Introducing Comparative Politics:
The Essentials distills its country material into the narrative, increasing global awareness, current-event
literacy, and critical-thinking skills. The book's organization allows you to teach the course the way you
want to teach it.
Comparative Politics Feb 02 2024 This title is part of a new Pearson program pilot offering students the
option to rent a print textbook for fall 2017. By having affordable access to the best learning materials and
experiences from day-one, students come to class prepared and ready to succeed. Additional details on the
rental program will be coming soon.
Introducing Comparative Politics, 2nd Edition and Contending Perspectives in Comparative Politics
Package Jun 06 2024
Foundations of Comparative Politics Jul 03 2021 This student-friendly introduction to the key theories
and concepts of comparative politics now provides even broader coverage of the world's democracies, with
examples drawn from across the globe. Foundations of Comparative Politics contains a wealth of
information, clearly structured and easy to read, with clear definition of Key Terms. It covers all the
important themes in the field, including constitutional design and institutions; mass and elite politics;
policy-making and implementation; and the future of the state and democracy in a globalising world. A new
chapter on studying comparative politics, and new 'What Have We Learned?' and 'Lessons of Comparison'
summary sections help students pull together the lessons of each chapter. Combining facts and theory
throughout, debate is stimulated through the use of Controversy boxes, and Fact Files and Briefings give
students interesting data that illustrates the key issues in the text. Online resources, including MCQs and
Powerpoint slides, complete the package.
Modern Comparative Politics Jul 15 2022
The Oxford Handbook of Comparative Politics Oct 06 2021 The Oxford Handbooks of Political Science
is a ten-volume set of reference books offering authoritative and engaging critical overviews of the state of
political science. Each volume focuses on a particular part of the discipline, with volumes on Public Policy,
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Political Theory, Political Economy, Contextual Political Analysis, Comparative Politics, International
Relations, Law and Politics, Political Behavior, Political Institutions, and Political Methodology. The project
as a whole is under the General Editorship of Robert E. Goodin, with each volume being edited by a
distinguished international group of specialists in their respective fields. The books set out not just to
report on the discipline, but to shape it. The series will be an indispensable point of reference for anyone
working in political science and adjacent disciplines. The Oxford Handbook of Comparative Politics offers a
critical survey of the field of empirical political science through the collection of a set of chapters written by
forty-seven top scholars in the discipline of comparative politics. Part I includes chapters surveying the key
research methodologies employed in comparative politics (the comparative method; the use of history; the
practice and status of case-study research; the contributions of field research) and assessing the possibility
of constructing a science of comparative politics. Parts II to IV examine the foundations of political order:
the origins of states and the extent to which they relate to war and to economic development; the sources of
compliance or political obligation among citizens; democratic transitions, the role of civic culture;
authoritarianism; revolutions; civil wars and contentious politics. Parts V and VI explore the mobilization,
representation and coordination of political demands. Part V considers why parties emerge, the forms they
take and the ways in which voters choose parties. It then includes chapters on collective action, social
movements and political participation. Part VI opens up with essays on the mechanisms through which
political demands are aggregated and coordinated. This sets the agenda to the systematic exploration of the
workings and effects of particular institutions: electoral systems, federalism, legislative-executive
relationships, the judiciary and bureaucracy. Finally, Part VII is organized around the burgeoning literature
on macropolitical economy of the last two decades.
Comparative Politics of Latin America Oct 18 2022 This new edition brings Daniel C. Hellinger’s brilliantly
succinct and accessible introduction to Latin America up to date for a new generation of educators. In crisp
detail, Hellinger gives a panoramic overview of the continent and offers a unique balance of comparative
politics theory and interdisciplinary country-specific context, of a thematic organization and in-depth
country case studies, of culture and economics, of scholarship and pedagogy. Insightful historical
background in early chapters provides students with ways to think about how the past influences the
present. However, while history plays a part in this text, comparative politics is the primary focus,
explaining through fully integrated, detailed case studies and carefully paced analysis. Country-specific
narratives are integrated with concepts and theories from comparative politics, leading to a richer
understanding of both. Updates to this new edition include: • Revisiting contemporary populism and the
global emergence of right-wing populism. • The pros and cons of extractivism; the impact of Chinese
investment and trade. • Contemporary crisis in Venezuela; expanded treatment of Colombia and Peru. •
The role of the military; LGBTQ+ issues; corruption; violence; identity issues. • New sections on social
media, artificial intelligence, and big data cyber technologies. • Examination of post-Castro Cuba; Costa
Rica’s exceptionalism. • Broader study of environmental movements; how governments relate to social
movements. • Examination of personalist parties; refugee and asylum rights. • Interventionist policies of
the current U.S. administration. • Early impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. Comparative Politics of Latin
America is a thoughtful, ambitious, and thorough introductory textbook for students beginning Latin
American Studies at the undergraduate level.
Comparative Politics of Southeast Asia Mar 30 2021 This textbook provides a comprehensive
introduction to the political systems of all ASEAN countries and Timor-Leste from a comparative
perspective. It investigates the political institutions, actors and processes in eleven states, covering
democracies as well as autocratic regimes. Each country study includes an analysis of the current system of
governance, the party and electoral system, and an assessment of the state, its legal system and
administrative bodies. Students of political science and regional studies will also learn about processes of
democratic transition and autocratic persistence, as well as how civil society and the media influence the
political culture in each country.
Contemporary European Politics Apr 11 2022 In this important new introductory textbook, José Magone
provides an accessible and comprehensive introduction to contemporary European politics. The unification
of the European continent since the Fall of the Berlin wall in 1989 and the collapse of communist regimes

in Central and Eastern Europe has changed the nature of European politics. This book seeks to address the
new European politics that emerged out of this coming together of West and East. Utilizing a pan-European
comparative approach the book: covers key topics, with chapters on the history, theory, institutions, parties
and party systems, interest groups, systems of interest intermediation and civil society, the impact of
European public policy and the emergence of a European common and foreign policy provides detailed
comparisons of the national political systems across Europe, including Central and Eastern Europe and the
Balkans contextualises national politics in the growing importance of European integration examines the
European Union multi-level governance system approach, highlighting relationships and interactions
between the global, supranational, national, regional and local levels analyses the change from modern
politics, in which the nation-state was still in command of domestic politics and its own borders, to
postmodern politics in which de-territorialisation , de-nationalisation and internationalisation processes
have transformed the national politics of European states facilitates learning through a wide range of
pedagogical features, including chapter summaries, guides to further reading, questions for revision and
extensive use of maps, figures, case studies and tables. Richly illustrated throughout, this work is an
indispensable resource for all students and academics of European politics.
Introducing Comparative Politics Jan 01 2024 Organized thematically around important questions in
comparative politics—who rules? what explains political behavior? where and why?—Introducing
Comparative Politics, Fifth Edition by Stephen Orvis and Carol Ann Drogus, integrates a set of extended
case studies of 11 core countries directly into the narrative. Serving as touchstones, the cases are placed
within the chapters where they make the most sense topically—not separated from the theory or in a
separate volume—and vividly illustrate issues in cross-national context. The book’s hybrid organization
gives students a more holistic view of comparative politics.
American Government, Second Edition May 01 2021 This exciting new book explores the role of
government, politics, and policy in American lives. Full of real life applications and scenarios, this text
encourages and enables political thinking. The second edition has been updated to include recent
developments in U.S. politics and government. This includes the description and analysis of the 2016
elections as well as the early Trump administration. Chapters have expanded coverage of immigration
policy, environmental policy, economic policy, and global affairs (including counterterrorism policy). The
text also includes analysis of racial issues in contemporary American politics and law. It also addresses
questions about the state of the economy, jobs, and wages.Hyperlinks and URLs provide ?deeper dives? into
various topics and examples of comparative politics.
Theories Of Comparative Politics Apr 23 2023 Extensively revised and updated, this classic text revisits the
central problem of searching for mainstream and alternative paradigms to guide us in comparative political
inquiry. Building upon the first edition's comprehensive and systematic overview of frameworks, ideologies,
and theories, the second edition highlights new directions and developments over the past decade,
including the continuation of an ideological political science methodological innovations such as rational-
choice, historical, and postbehavioural approaches new emphases on and links between political culture
and participation the recasting of modernization theory and the revitalization of class analysis and a
thoroughgoing post-Keynesian political economy point of view.The second edition continues the tradition of
the first in updating what one reviewer commended as outstanding, excellent annotated bibliographies at
the end of each chapter and the thorough survey of the general literature of comparative politics at the end
of the book." In addition, the new edition includes an appendix of definitions that facilitate clarity and
understanding of political science terminology, important for students at every level from the introductory
on up.In a post-Cold War world in which challenges to comparative inquiry abound,ethnic conflict,
authoritarian repression, state building and disintegration, new industrialization and postindustrialization,
security systems redefined,the search for new paradigms that Theories of Comparative Politics represents
gains in importance daily.
Principles of Comparative Politics May 05 2024 Principles of Comparative Politics offers the most
comprehensive and up-to-date introduction to comparative inquiry, research, and scholarship. In this
thoroughly revised Third Edition, students now have an even better guide to cross-national comparison and
why it matters. The new edition retains a focus on the enduring questions with which scholars grapple, the
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issues about which consensus has started to emerge, and the tools comparativists use to get at the complex
problems in the field. Among other things, the updates to this edition include a thoroughly-revised chapter
on dictatorships that incorporates a discussion of the two fundamental problems of authoritarian rule:
authoritarian power-sharing and authoritarian control; a revised chapter on culture and democracy that
includes a more extensive examination of cultural modernization theory and a new overview of survey
methods for addressing sensitive topics; a new section on issues related to electoral integrity; an expanded
assessment of different forms of representation; and a new intuitive take on statistical analyses that
provides a clearer explanation of how to interpret regression results. Examples from the gender and politics
literature have been incorporated into various chapters, the Problems sections at the end of each chapter
have been expanded, a! nd the empirical examples and data on various types of institutions have been
updated. Online videos and tutorials are available to address some of the more methodological components
discussed in the book. The authors have thoughtfully streamlined chapters to better focus attention on key
topics.
Cases and Concepts in Comparative Politics Mar 03 2024 Based on OÕNeil, Fields, and ShareÕs
market-leading textbook and casebook, Cases and Concepts in Comparative Politics: An Integrated
Approach integrates concepts and cases in one volume. Students get all of the materials in a
straightforward, easy-to-use, and cost-effective way.
Comparative Politics 02/03 Feb 27 2021
Issues and Methods in Comparative Politics Aug 28 2023 Explores the importance of comparative politics,
discusses different comparative methods, investigates the big issues of today and looks forward to the key
challenges for comparative politics over the next century.
Readings in Comparative Politics Feb 19 2023 READINGS IN COMPARATIVE POLITICS, 2nd Edition, is a
collection drawn from a variety of published, unpublished, and electronic sources. The author has carefully
selected these readings, which are theoretical in nature, to offer students a good sample of the wide range
of popular and scholarly views relevant to the major topics presented in introductory comparative courses.
The works are divided into seven sections--an Introduction, States and Regimes, Governing the Economy,
the Democratic Challenge, Collective Identity, Political Institutions and Political Challenges and Changing
Agendas.
Comparative Politics Dec 20 2022 Integrating theories, methods, and country cases with an emphasis on
application and analysis.Combining thematic organization and a variety of country-specific case studies,
Comparative Politics Integrating Theories, Methods, and Cases is an engaging and accessible introduction
to comparative politics. Methodological tools are introduced early in the text and integrated throughout to

helpstudents develop a systematic way of doing their own analyses of concepts and issues. These tools
include theories, the basics of the comparative method, and manageable case materials for practice, all in
the context of the big questions in comparative politics today.
Comparative Constitutional Engineering Feb 07 2022 The second edition of this pathbreaking, highly
innovative comparative study in state-building by a major political scientist is a fully updated examination of
the problems of making democratic government work. Sartori begins by assessing electoral systems. He
attacks the conventional wisdom that their influence cannot be predicted and also disputes the view that
proportional representation is always best and will deliver 'consensus democracy'. He argues that the
double-ballot formulas deserve more consideration for their ability to facilitate governability in adverse
circumstances. His comparative assessment of presidential and semi-presidential systems and the variety of
formulas that are categorized, sometimes misleadingly, as parliamentary, looks at the conditions that allow
a political form to perform as intended. He concludes with a detailed proposal for a new type of
government: alternating presidentialism. This meets the need for strong parliamentary control and efficient
government, with safeguards against both parliamentary obstructionism and government by decree, and so
could help to avoid political paralysis in Latin America, in the post-communist countries of Europe and in
countries with dysfunctional parliamentary systems such as Italy and Israel.
Comparative Politics Jan 21 2023 This textbook has become a favorite for the introductory undergraduate
course in comparative politics. The second edition features ten theoretically and historically grounded
country studies that demonstrate how the three major concepts of comparative analysis (interests,
identities, and institutions) shape the politics of nations. Organized to address the concerns of
contemporary comparativists, the volume provides students with the conceptual tools and historical
background needed to understand today's complex world politics.
Understanding Comparative Politics Sep 28 2023 Comparative politics has undergone significant
theoretical changes in recent decades. Particularly since the 1980s, a new generation of scholars have
revamped and rejuvinated the study of the subject. Mehran Kamrava examines current and past approaches
to the study of comparative politics and proposes a new framework for analysis. This is achieved through a
comparative examination of state and social institutions, the interactions that occur between them, and the
poltical cultures within which they operate. The book also offers a concise and detailed synthesis of existing
comparative frameworks that, up to now at least, have encountered analytical shortcomings on their own.
Although analytically different in its arguments and emphasis from the current "Mainstream" genre of
literature on comparative politics, the present study is a logical outgrowth of the scholarly works of the last
decade or so. It will be essential reading for all students of comparative politics.
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